
MUSLIM/ASIAN SEWING PATTERN FOR HAND PUPPETS 

Kindly donated by Chris in Basingstoke 

 

 

BEFORE YOU START! 

 Please download the basic boy and basic girl sewing patterns.   

 You will also need the knitted Muslim pattern for the instructions for a knitted beard, (or 

just do your own thing – it’s basically just a knitted triangle!   

For this pattern you follow the basic boy/girl sewing pattern as these puppets are made with 

many of the same features, but with a few adaptations.  Normally it’s difficult to make the head 

coverings and still make the puppet happy and sad sided, but Chris has cunningly overcome that, 

as you’ll see from the illustrations.  Please use your own choice of fabrics, as the ones in the 

pictures are just a guide. 

Male: 

Tunic 4 cm longer than usual male shirt (cut 2) 

Trousers 4 cm shorter, but don’t sew the line down the middle, so this is more an under tunic (cut 

2) 

Beard as per knitted Muslim instructions 



Moustache embroidered on 

Hat pattern. Please see the pattern below.  Cut 2 of the smaller of the two illustrations*.  If using 

felt for the hat cut it to the pattern size, but if using fabric you’ll need to turn the edges over, so 

cut it a bit longer to allow for that.   

Cut 2 and sew together 

Make 2-sided, one happy, one sad, as for usual puppets 

Female: 

Please see the pattern below. Cut 2 of the larger of the two illustrations* - both sides the same 

with hole in the middle for the face.  

Fold in the edges round the face and sew down 

Sew the 2 head covering pieces together round the curved edge, right sides together, then turn 

right side out 

Fold up bottom edge and sew 

Position on puppet head (no need to make hair) 

Hand sew round the face and sew bottom edge onto the puppet’s dress 

Make 2-sided, one happy, one sad, as for usual puppets 

Add extras, e.g. shoulder bag, as desired.  As for all our patterns, please ensure that any extra bits 

are attached extra securely for safety. 

Children 

As usual puppets, except all with dark hair – please make them two sided, (happy/sad). 

 

*Please note that the patterns may print out at a different size, according to your computer’s print 

settings. Please check the sizes with a ruler.  If the pattern pieces seem a bit large remember that 

we are allowing for seams.  You may need to adjust these sizes slightly to fit your finished 

puppet’s head. 

 

 See the next page for pictures of the front and back of the  puppets which have head 

coverings – they will be happy on one side and sad on the other. 
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